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Some blisks (Blade Integrated Disk; turbine blade wheels) are manufactured out of a 
single piece of material. They require the highest accuracy requirements for 
production, surface quality and reliability. Blisks have a diameter of 400-900 mm. 
 
There are turbine wheels where the blades are firmly connected to the rotor either by 
manufacturing out of a single piece or by friction welding (blisk: see Figure 3). Also 
there are turbine wheels at which the turbine blades are exchangeable.  
(see Figure 5).  
 
The material is either a titanium alloy or high-temperature resistant steel alloy. 

 
Figure 1: mounted blisks  
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1 Requirements for blisks 
The blades should have a surface roughness of Ra <0.1 µm. They need to be 

deburred as well (very small burrs). The roughness before polishing is generally Ra> 
0.2µm. In the same moments the edges may not be rounded too much. 
 
Processing in a SF-3 machine 

The blisk will be mounted on a holder. In order to achieve an optimum flow of the 
grinding or polishing agent along the blades, the blisk is immersed in a certain angle, 
into the flow. Target is to achieve a homogeneous, laminar flow along the blades.  
 

 
Figure 2: Blisk during processing in a SF-machine 

 
This set angle, speed of the process container, direction, workpiece speed, and not 
at least the selected media determine the result. In this case tests we chose M 4/300,  
as for example QZ is not able to achieve roughness Ra below 0.1µm.  
The SF-3 machine is not designed for workpieces of this size. Therefore, in these 
tests we processed the part with low speeds.  
Here the most important process parameters: 

 Speed process container: 20 RPM 
 Workpiece speed: 5 RPM 
 Processing time: 40 minutes 

 Result: blisk is now deburred, just slightly rounded, Ra. 0.08µm 
 
 
Figure 3: polished blisk    Figure 4: polished blades 
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Deburring and polishing of drill bodies in the SF machine 
 

1) Deburring and polishing of drill, end mill and lathe tool 

bodies  
Drill, end mill and lathe tool bodies are generally fitted with exchangeable inserts. The 
bodies themselves are made from hardenable steel, milled, deburred, hardened and 
then ground to size. Then they are either polished or coated with a material such as 
hard chrome. This coating serves to prevent corrosion, but the chips remove the hard 
chrome layer relatively quickly. A polished tool body is therefore preferable here, 
since it offers much better protection against corrosion. 
 
For Otec, there are two main tasks here: 

1) Deburring after milling 
2) Polishing after hardening and grinding 

 
Some examples of 1) 

 
Fig. 1 End mill body    Fig. 2 Drill body 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3 Lathe tool body 
 
 

 
Fig. 4 Before     After    
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2 Requirements for turbine wheels with 
exchangeable turbine blades  

For this application, the grooves for the blades need to be deburred reliably and at 
the same time receive a defined rounding at the edges and corners. 
 
Processing in a SF-3 machine 

QZ 1-3 was used to achieve an optimal flow of the media through the grooves. Due 
to the chosen size of the media we could exclude that media gets jammed in the 
grooves. The most important process parameters: 

 Speed of the process container: 20 RPM 
 Speed of the work piece: 5 RPM 
 Processing time: 30 minutes 

 Result: grooves deburred and rounded to 0.1 mm 
 
 

 
Figure 5: deburred grooves for exchangeable turbine blades 

 
 
 


